
CALLIGRAPHY AND DESIGN

SCRIPT NAMES ONLY
(Envelope or Escort Card)

NAMES AND 
ADDRESS

MODERN CALLIGRAPHY (PEN) 30.00 PHP 70.00 PHP

MODERN (BRUSH) 30.00 PHP 70.00 PHP

SPENCERIAN (CLASSIC) 30.00 PHP 70.00 PHP

SPENCERIAN (FLOURISHED) 35.00 PHP 80.00 PHP

USAGE OF WHITE OR METALLIC INK + 5.00 PHP + 10.00 PHP

IF YOUR ENVELOPE IS DARK OR HAS INNER LINING + 5.00 PHP + 10.00 PHP

IF YOUR ENVELOPE IS GLITTERY, SHIMMERY OR 
EXTRA GLOSSY + 5.00 PHP + 10.00 PHP

Prices above assumes that client provides the paper or envelopes, together with at least 15% extra pieces as margin for 
ink testing and errors. The calligrapher is human and everything will be done by hand. The calligrapher will not be held 
liable should there be a shortage of envelopes given the aforementioned margin for error. 

Why is there a higher charge for white or metallic ink? The cost of the ink is higher.
Why is there an additional fee for dark or lined envelopes? We calligraphers use a lightbox to help us see our guides 
through the paper. Dark envelopes or envelopes with inner lining block the light, so we resort to drawing our guidelines 
on each each envelope and then erase them when the ink is dry.
Why is there a higher charge for glittery or metallic envelopes? The paper is heavily coated with several layers to give it 
that sheen and sparkly effect; thus it becomes unpredictable and sometimes resistant to ink. Extra measures like using 
specialty ink, spraying clear fixative, or prepping it with sand are taken to ensure that the work is delivered as expected. 

Guestlist Format: Email an EXCEL file with envelope number on column one, and the 
names/text as they shall be written on column two. If adjustments will be made to the 
text format, the calligrapher shall clear it with the client before proceeding. 

Timing: 100 to 150 envelopes take at least 5 to 7 working days. Add 3 working days for 
envelopes with full addressing. Additional Names: If additional envelopes are needed 
after delivery of the initial list, there is a 5PHP premium per envelope. 


